Introduction
In this paper we prove Cartan theorems A and B for Stein manifolds in a relative setting. We work over a base which is a topological discrete valuation ring satisfying certain conditions which we discuss in more detail below.
We were led to this study by questions that arouse in the work of the second author with Kashiwara in the proof of the codimension-three conjecture for holonomic micro differential systems [KaVi] . We could obtain a natural proof of the main results of [KaVi] if we had in our disposal a relative theory of several complex variables where the base is a (certain) topological DVR. In particular, conjecture 1.8 in [KaVi] -which states that in a relative setting reflexive coherent sheaves extend uniquely across loci of codimension at least three -is a direct analogue of classical results of Trautmann, Siu, and Frisch-Guenot [T, Siu, FG] .
Spaces of holomorphic functions with values in a topological vector space have been considered at least since Grothendieck [Gr] . Extending Cartan theorems A and B to the context of holomorphic functions with values on a locally convex topological vector space was considered in the papers of Bungart [Bu1] , and later also by Leiterer. However, they only consider coherent sheaves that come by extension of scalars from ordinary coherent sheaves.
In this paper we consider a different situation. Let X be a complex manifold and A a topological discrete valuation ring. We write A X for the sheaf of functions on X with values in A. Our goal is to prove Cartan theorems A and B for coherent A X -modules when X is a Stein manifold. For our methods to work we impose technical conditions on A which are formulated in section 3. In particular A will be a subring of the formal power series ring Crrtss satisfying specific "convergence" conditions. A fundamental example of such convergence conditions, coming up in the context of microdifferential operators, is given in (3.1). We topologize A as a direct limit of Banach algebras, A " lim Ý Ñhą0 A h , and one of our basic assumptions is that A is dual nuclear Fréchet. For our arguments to work we have to control the nuclearity of A a bit, as specified in condition (3.4d). Finally, condition (3.4e), which we call subharmonicity, guarantees that we have enough analogues of pseudoconvex domains. In a technical sense it gives us enough plurisubharmonic functions to carry out the L 2 -analysis of Hörmander in our context. It seems reasonable to expect that one obtains a good theory if A is regular Jari Taskinen was supported in part by the Academy of Finland and the Väisälä Foundation. Kari Vilonen was supported in part by NSF grants DMS-1402928 & DMS-1069316, the Academy of Finland, the ARC grant DP150103525, the Humboldt Foundation, and the Simons Foundation.
local ring satisfying conditions analogous to the ones we pose on discrete valuation rings, but we have not looked into this. In section 2 we give two simple examples which show that Cartan theorems fail when A is not local.
Our main result, (Theorem 8.1) is:
Theorem. Let A be a discrete valuation ring satisfying conditions (3.4) and let X be a Stein manifold. If F is a coherent A X -module then H i pX, Fq " 0 for i ě 1. Furthermore, the sheaf F is generated by its global sections.
Our proof of this theorem follows the standard strategy of first proving it for compact Stein domains and then extending it to non-compact ones by a limiting process. However, to carry out this process in our context we have to work in a more general setting where there ring A varies along the complex manifold X. This set up is studied in section 4.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we recall some general old results of Bungart and also give two well-known examples which show that one should not expect the Cartan theorems to hold in great generality. In section 3 we formulate precise conditions on discrete valuation rings which we will be working with. We also show that standard results of several complex variables hold in our setting, in particular, that our structure sheaf is coherent.
In section 4 we introduce the notions of holomorphic functions with values in a varying topological vector space. This is an important technical tool in the proof of the main theorem.
In sections 5 and 6 we prove the Cartan theorems for compact blocks in C N . We do so for structure sheaves which consist of holomorphic functions where the target space varies. To accomplish this we utilize L 2 -techniques of Hörmander. In section 7 we prove approximation lemmas which are used in section 8 where we prove our main result.
Some general results
We consider a complex manifold X and the sheaf of holomorphic functions A X on X with values in a topological ring A. Let us write O X for the sheaf of holomorphic functions on X, as usual. Let us recall that the sheaf O X has a natural structure of sheaf of topological rings if we equip it with the topology uniform convergence on compact sets. Moreover, with this structure O X is a nuclear Fréchet sheaf, i.e., for U Ă X open the O X pU q are nuclear Fréchet topological rings. Let us consider a topological ring A. We define the structure sheaf A X as follows. For any open U we set A X pU q " AbO X pU q; here and in the rest of the paper all topological tensor products are projective tensor products. The sections A X pU q can also be identified with holomorphic functions on U with values in A which we equip with the topology uniform convergence on compact sets.
Cartan theorems A and B were studied by Bungart for sheaves that arise from ordinary coherent sheaves on X by extending scalars. He obtained the following results:
Theorem 2.1. (Bungart, [Bu1] [Theorem B in section 11]) Let F be a coherent analytic sheaf on a Stein space X. Then for every Frechet space E we have H q pX, EbFq " 0 for q ą 0. Theorem 2.2. (Bungart, [Bu1] [Theorem B* in section 17]) Let F be a coherent analytic sheaf on the Stein space X and K a holomorphically convex compact subset of X, and E is any (quasi-)complete locally convex space. Then H q pK, EbFq " 0 for q ą 0.
Theorem 2.3. (Bungart, [Bu1] [Theorem A in section 17]) Let X be Stein space, F is a coherent sheaf of O X -modules on X, and E is any (quasi-)complete locally convex space. Then EbF is generated by global sections.
The first theorem 2.1 can be proved by a straightforward extensions of scalars argument. To explain it, let us recall the following:
Lemma 2.4. Let F be a locally convex space and
a topologically exact sequence of locally convex spaces. Assume that either F or E 2 is nuclear and that F and E 2 are both Frechet spaces or both DF spaces. Then the sequence
Let us choose a Stein cover U of X and form the Chech complex C¨pU, Fq. As the topological vector spaces in C¨pU, Fq are nuclear Frechet the lemma implies that tensoring with E commutes with taking cohomology and thus we obtain theorem 2.1.
Our interest lies in finding a good class of topological algebras A so that the Cartan theorems hold for coherent A X -modules. We present two standard examples which illustrate that one has to exercise some caution if one is to generalize these theorems for coherent sheaves of A X -modules even for some rather reasonable A.
2.1. Example 1. Let us take A " Crts and X " C. We equip A with its direct limit topology induced by finite dimensional subspaces. Note that the sheaf A C is coherent. We will consider the following exact sequence:
where we consider Z Ă C as a sub variety. We can tensor this sequence with A to obtain an exact sequence 0 Ñ I A Z Ñ A C Ñ A Z Ñ 0 where we have written, as before, A Y for the sheaf of holomorphic functions with values in Y . Now we see that on the level of global sections the last two terms become
and the map is given by
It is clear that the element pn, t n q cannot come from any ř m i"0 f i t i . Thus, from the exact sequence
Z is coherent. Thus, Cartan's theorem B fails in this case.
2.2. Example 2. Let us now take as our A the ring A " Crt, t´1s and for our X we take X " C{Z. Again we equip A with its direct limit topology induced by finite dimensional subspaces. We consider the constant sheaf A C on C and consider the Zaction on it via pn¨f qptq " t n f pt´nq. Viewed in this manner A C is a Z-equivariant sheaf on C and so it induces a sheaf A C {Z on X " C{Z. This sheaf is clearly locally free, so it is coherent. We now consider
Thus, Cartan's theorem A fails as the sheaf is not generated by its global sections because there are not any.
Our set up
In this section we explain the conditions we will be imposing on the topological ring A. We continue to consider a complex manifold X and the sheaf of holomorphic functions A X on X with values in a topological ring A as was explained in the previous section.
From the point of view of [KaVi] the ring of interest is the following regular local ring A. Consider the formal power series ring p A " Crrtss. It is a discrete valuation ring. We define a subring A of p A in the following manner. For any h ą 0 we define a norm } } h on p A by the formula
We write A h for the subring consisting of elements a of p A with }a} h ă 8. The ring A h is a Banach local ring as is not so difficult to see. Finally, we set
The topological ring A is a dual nuclear Fréchet discrete valuation ring, a DNF DVR.
We will next define a class of topological rings that we will be working with which includes the example discussed above. First of all, we need to impose reasonable conditions on A so that A X is coherent and so that the stalks A X,x are regular local rings. Thus, we have to assume that A is a regular local ring. In light of Example 1 of section 2 this is a reasonable assumption anyway. Let us write m for the maximal ideal in A and let us assume that the dimension of A is r. We complete A with respect to m to obtain a complete local ringÂ -Crrt 1 , ..., t r ss. Then Crt 1 , ..., t r s Ă A ĂÂ -Crrt 1 , ..., t r ss .
Hence A can be viewed as consisting of power series in r variables satisfying some kind of a "convergence" condition. The main results in this paper should hold for regular local rings of any dimension. However, we will make the further assumption that dim A " 1, i.e., that A is a DVR. As A Ă Crrtss, any element f P A can be written as
We can thus view the A as providing us with a (usually very small!) neighborhood of the origin in C.
We assume that the topology on A is given as a direct limit of Banach algebras, i.e., that
where the A h , with 0 ă h ă S for some fixed S P R`, are commutative Banach algebras with norm } } h and we will assume furthermore that the maps A h Ñ A k , for h ą k ą 0 are nuclear ring homomorphisms which we can assume to be inclusions. We choose the norms } } h in such a way that
(We remark that this assumption is not as restrictive as it might appear: since we will anyway assume that A is a dual nuclear Fréchet space, see below, assuming in addition only that tt i |i " 0, 1, . . .u is a Schauder basis for A would imply that the norms (3.3) give A its own topology, see [P, Theorems 10.1.2 and 10.1.4.] . Furthermore, the Schauder basis property follows by just assuming that the (unique) representation (3.2) converges in the topology of A for every f .) For the norms (3.3) to give us a Banach algebra it is necessary and sufficient that
as is easy to show. The Banach algebra A h then consists of
The simplest such an A is given by germs of holomorphic functions at the origin. In that case
For any h we can also form the following two topological rings:
As we have assumed that the maps A h Ñ A k , for h ą k ą 0 are nuclear ring homomorphisms we see that A q h is a DNF (dual nuclear Fréchet ) ring and the A p h is a NF (nuclear Fréchet ) ring. In our example of germs of holomorphic functions the ring A q h is the ring of holomorphic functions on the (compact) closed disk or radius h and the ring A p h is the ring of holomorphic functions on the open disk or radius h. The A q h and A p h are the analogues of these familiar constructions and the ring A q h will play an important role in the rest of the paper.
3.1. The assumptions on the families A h . We will now formulate precise conditions on the }t j } h which will be in force for the rest of the paper. We will first list all the conditions and then explain their meaning. To that end let us write
and
First of all, in order for the A h to be Banach algebras we require
For the purposes of the arguments we furthermore normalize things so that }t j } h ď 1 and Rph, jq ď 1 for all j P N .
(normalization) (3.4b)
In particular, the sequence }t j } h is decreasing.
We also assume that
This condition implies that the A h are local rings: the numbers }t j } h have to decay fast enough, faster than exponentially, as j Ñ 8. We could relax this condition a bit, but it simplifies the discussion to pose it. Basically it only excludes the classical case of germs of holomorphic functions.
The first crucial assumption is the following: for every pair h ă k there exists a constant K h,k ą 0 such that for every j,
In particular, we are assuming }t j } h Ñ 0 as h Ñ 0, for every j.
Finally, as a second crucial assumption we assume that every N j is two times continuously differentiable, decreasing, and that
for all (small enough) h P p0, Ss and for all j.
The first three conditions are rather straightforward. We will discuss briefly the meaning of the last two conditions. Let us unravel the meaning of condition (3.4d). It is a "controlled" nuclearity requirement. More precisely, considering the inequality with the j´1 term guarantees nuclearity of the maps A h Ñ A k . Moreover it puts a bound on the nuclearity which we will make crucial use of in section 6 where we have to pass between our norms and L 2 -norms. Considering the inequality with the RpC, jq term gives us the following inequality:
This condition is needed in order to prove lemma 3.1, i.e., that A q h is a DVR. It expresses some form of nuclearity in families. Therefore we call condition (3.4d) "controlled" nuclearity .
Finally, condition (3.4e) guarantees that we have enough analogues of pseudoconvex domains. In the classical setting Stein submanifolds have a cofinal family of neighborhoods which are Stein. In our setting we need an analogue of this statement. To have such cofinal families we have to impose condition (3.4e). In a technical sense it gives us enough plurisubharmonic functions to carry out the L 2 -analysis of Hörmander in our setting. This is done is section 6.
Examples of functions satisfying all conditions.
In the rest of the section we will prove basic facts about the sheaves A X . In this section we do not make use of the subharmonicity condition (3.4e). We start with:
Lemma 3.1. The ring A q h is a DVR Proof. First, the condition (3.4c) implies that the rings A h are local ring with maximal ideal m h " t ř 8 j"0 a j t j P A h | a 0 " 0u. Hence, A q h is a local ring with maximal ideal q m h " t ř 8 j"0 a j t j P A q h | a 0 " 0u. It suffices to show that m h " ptq. Let f P q m h . Then there is a k ą h such that f P A k and of course f p0q " 0. Let us write f ptq " tgptq with gptq " ř 8 j"0 a j t j´1 P p A. We will show that gptq P A l for any l such that k ą l ą h.
Let us now choose any l such that h ă l ă k. To show that }gptq} l ă 8 we consider:
Comparing the series (3.7) to the series (3.6) and using the condition (3.4d) in the form of (3.5) we conclude that gptq P A l .
As the spectrum of A h then consists of the origin only we see by the spectral radius formula that
Remark 3.2. In the case of our motivating example (3.1) we see that the ǫ n is essentially proportional to 1 n by the Stirling formula. Let us recall that we have assumed that }t} h ď 1. Then }t n } h ď }t n´1 } h }t} h ď }t n´1 } h ď 1. Now,
Thus, we conclude that
The sequence ǫ n is decreasing .
Let us now come back to analyze the rings A X . We write A h X " A hb O X for the sheaf of holomorphic functions with values in A h and we write A Proof. The argument is the same in both cases, so we work with A X,x . The maximal ideal m A,x Ă A X,x consists of functions f P A X,x such that f pxq P m. To prove that A X,x is local we have to show that any f R m A,x is invertible. Any element f P A X,x is represented by a series
here we have replaced X by C n and assumed that x is the origin. This series converges in some neighborhood U of the origin. Let us now restrict f to a smaller neighborhood V such thatV Ă U . As the ring A is equipped with a direct limit topology, there is an h such that f |V P A h pV q. Note also that if f R m A,x then the first term a 0 P A˚" A´m, the units in A. Thus,
Now, as ř a α x α vanishes at the origin, we can, by making the neighborhood U smaller if necessary, assume that } ř a α x α } h ă 1. Thus a´1 0 f and hence f is invertible. To prove the theorem we work locally so that we can assume that X " C n and we choose local coordinates x 1 , . . . , x n on C n such that the point x corresponds to the origin. We write f in local coordinates
We prove this statement in the standard manner by first proving an appropriate Weierstrass division theorem. We follow the classical argument as presented in [GrRe, Chapter 2] . We will also try to stick to the notation there as closely as possible. As a first step we argue that by a change of coordinates we can write f so that it is t-regular, i.e., that there is a b such that a 0 p0q "¨¨¨" a b´1 p0q " 0 and a b p0q ‰ 0 .
As we work locally, the function f is holomorphic on some closed polydisk of radius ρ " pρ 1 , . . . , ρ n q and on that polydisk f P A h X for some h. Thus we can consider the following norm } } ρ on f by
We now substitute (3.11) w 1 " x 1`c1 t, . . . , w n " x n`cn t to get the new coordinates w 1 , . . . , w n , t. A generic choice of small such c i will make f regular in t. It is perhaps good to note that outside of special cases we can only make f regular in t and not in any of the other variables. We now write f in this new set of variables as
In these new coordinates we of course will get a different ρ for the radius of convergence. However, it is important that we do not change h. We perform this substitution one variable at a time and keep the other variables fixed. So, we are reduced in the one variable situation in the base and we write x " x 1 , w " w 1 " x`ct and the ρ " ρ 1 . Our f can now be written as
and after the substitution (3.13)
We now consider (3.12) and we obtain
We then write λ ij " |a i,j |ρ j ǫ i i and then |a i,j | " λ ij ρ´jǫ´i i and
We furthermore set (3.14)
. . u and we still have ÿ λ i ă 8 .
This allows us to estimate the norm in (3.13) after the substitution
because by (3.9) we have ǫ i`q ď ǫ i , by (3.8) we have ǫ i`q Ñ 0 when i`q Ñ 8, and by (3.14) we have ř λ i ă 8. We proceed in this manner one variable at a time keeping the others constant. We thus have reached the following conclusion:
we can make it t-regular by a coordinate change (3.11) . Let us consider f P A X,x . The function f is holomorphic on some closed polydisk of radius ρ " pρ 1 , . . . , ρ n q and on that polydisk f P A h X for some h. We consider the norm } } ρ defined in (3.10). As before, we write
and then we writef
Note that although, of course,f t b P A h X,x , the functionf does not necessarily lie in A h X,x . However, it does lie in any A k X,x for k ă h. We see this by applying the following general principle inductively:
Proof. Let us then consider the map t : A q h 1 Ñ A q h 1 given by multiplication by t. By our hypotheses the map t : A q h 1 Ñ q m h 1 is continuous and a bijection. As both A q h 1 and q m h 1 are DNF, the open mapping theorem applies and hence t : A q h 1 Ñ m h 1 is an isomorphism. Thus, t´1 : q m h 1 Ñ A q h 1 is a well defined continuous map and so we can write g " tg whereg P A q h 1 X pU q.
We apply this lemma after first passing to A q h 1 X,x with k ă h 1 ă h and repeat the process to extract the b copies of t fromf t b . We now also have
Recall that any statements like this we make about norms are valid as long as both sides are defined. In particular, the latter inequality holds for any t-norm k where k ă h.
We are now ready to state and prove the Weierstrass division theorem:
Proposition 3.7. If g P A X,x has order b in t then for any f P A X,x there exists a q P A X,x and an r P O X,x rts with degree of r in t less than b such that f " qg`r.
Proof. To prove this result, we proceed just as in the classical case. The argument in [GrRe, Chapter 2, §1] can be adopted to our situation and we briefly indicate the necessary changes trying to stick as close to the notation there as possible. First of all, we can view the stalk A X,x as a direct limit of Banach algebras B h ρ , where ρ " pr 1 , . . . , r n q is a sequence of positive real numbers and the norms are given by
just as in [GrRe, Chapter 2, §1] for the case A k " C and as we have done above. Note that because g is b-regular in t theng is invertible. We first note that we can choose ρ sufficiently small so that g,ĝ,g, andg´1 lie in B h ρ for some h. We will further adjust h and ρ so that we also have f P B h ρ . Note that
Now, we have for g " ř a i t i that a 0 p0q "¨¨¨" a b´1 p0q " 0 and hence }ĝ} can be made arbitrarily small by shrinking ρ. Asg´1 is invertible, its norm can be bounded away from zero. Thus, for any ǫ ą 0 we can, by shrinking ρ, arrange things so that
We now set v 0 " f, . . . , v j`1 " pt b´gg´1 qṽ j "´ĝg´1ṽ j , . . .
By (3.16) we get that
Recall that for a given h the estimate (3.16) holds for any k ă h but not necessarily for h itself. We make use of the estimate every time we form aṽ j but for any k we can choose h ą k 0 ą k 1 ą¨¨¨ą k j ą¨¨¨ą k. When we formṽ j we pass from k j´1 to k j . Thus, the estimates above holds for any k ă h. We now set, for
To prove that A X,x is Noetherian is clearly suffices to show that:
We perform a change of coordinates as in (3.11) so that by (3.15) we can assume that f is t-regular.
The Weierstrass preparation theorem follows from the Weierstrass division theorem formally and it implies, with our hypotheses on f , that we have
But, by induction, we conclude that A X 1 ,x rx n s is Noetherian and hence so is A X,x {A X,x f . To see the second isomorphism we apply the division theorem again. Proof. We make use of the appendix of [Se] where the notion of (faithful) flatness was originally introduced. The local ring is Aĥ X,x is a subring of Ak X,x and their formal completions coincide. Now we use the fact that the formal completionB of a regular local ring B is faithfully flat over B. This implies that Ak X,x is faithfully flat over
Proposition 3.9. The sheaf A X is coherent.
Proof. Note that A X is naturally a filtered ring and the associated graded gr A X -O X rts is a coherent. Now, we just checked that A X,x is Noetherian and it is Zariskian, because it is a local ring. Then A X is coherent by [Sch, Chapter II, proposition 1.4 .1].
The case of varying levels
In our proof of the Cartan theorems we have to allow the level h to vary. We introduce this generality already here as the proofs are the same as in the constant case.
Given a continuous function h : X Ñ R`, we can consider the corresponding sheaf A h X on X defined as follows: (4.1) A h X pU q " tf : U ÑÂ " Crrtss | f holomorphic and f pxq P A hpxq for all x P U u .
We also have the corresponding sheaf A q h X obtained as a direct limit
here h 1 ą h means that h 1 pxq ą hpxq for all x. Let us consider the stalks of the sheaves A q h X . We claim that
To see this, note that
For any h 1 ą h there exists a neighborhood U 1 of x such that h 1 pyq ą hpxq for any y P U 1 .
Restricting s further to a neighborhood V Q x with compact closure we conclude that there is an h 1 ą h such that s P A h 1 X pV q. If necessary we shrink V further so that it is contained in U 1 given by (4.3). Thus, s gives rise to an element in A 
Remark 4.1. Note that we do not have an analogous statement for
The proof of this proposition is the same as the proof of 3.9. Let us now consider an A q h X -coherent sheaf F. First, given any x P X and using the fact that the local ring A X,x is regular we obtain a resolution L ẍ of F x of length n`1 with the L x k free A X,x -modules of finite rank. Thus, there exists a neighborhood V x of x such that the connecting homomorphisms
are defined on V x and so we can view L ẍ as a complex of free A Vx -modules of finite rank on V x . The homology groups H k pL ẍ q are coherent sheaves on V x such that the stalks H k pL ẍ q x " 0. Thus, possibly by shrinking V x the complex L ẍ is a resolution of F| Vx .
In particular, given any x P X there is neighborhood V x of x such that F| Vx has a free resolution L¨. We can shrink the V x so that the new V x has compact closure in the old one. This allows us to assume that the maps in the complex L¨are defined over
note that L k it is just a complex and we make no claims about vanishing of any of its cohomology groups. To make it a resolution we pass to the direct limit as follows. For
Passing to the level of stalks we obtain
As A q h X,x is faithfully flat over A q h 1 X,x we conclude that H k ppL q h 1 q x q " 0 for k ě 1 because that is the case for pL¨q x and then, finally, that
We now set
Note that, by construction, we also then have for
Vx .
In particular,
By faithful flatness we have a canonical inclusion
Vx Ă F| Vx . The constructions that we have just performed depend on the choice of the initial resolution L¨. We will next study this dependence. We can do this in two ways. One is to work to with compact neighborhoods of x to begin with or we work with the open neighborhoods V x , but always think of them as being equipped with an open neighborhood U x of x such that U x ĂŪ x Ă V x withŪ x compact. Let us choose a cover of X by the U x , with x P I such that the only finitely many V x have a non-empty intersection. Now, for each V x we obtain a particular function l x as above. Furthermore, for each pair of x, y such that U x X U y is non-empty, we can compare the resolutions L¨pxq and L¨pyq by first restricting them to V x X V y . So, we have on
where the vertical arrows α i are lifts of the identity map. Now the maps α i and the maps to the opposite direction are defined on some particular level l x,y with l x,y ą h. We now find a k x on U x such that l x ě k x ą h and l x,y ě k x , l y ě k x for all y such that U x X U y not empty .
For any k such that k x ą k ą h we can now construct the sheaf F 
Ux on U x and which thus satisfy
Furthermore, we have a canonical inclusion:
Cartan theorems for coherent A
q h X -modules on compact blocks In this section we prove Cartan's theorem for compact blocks in C N for certain varying levels hpxq. We restrict our attention to blocks mainly for simplicity of exposition as this is enough for our arguments in the rest of the paper. We make use of the L 2 -methods of Hörmander as they seem best suited to this task.
We will denote the coordinates in C N by z " pz 1 , . . . , z N q. Recall that compact blocks Q Ă C N are products of rectangles R " tz P C | a ď Re z ď b , c ď Im z ď du. We allow for the possibility of degenerate rectangles and argue by induction on the dimension of Q. We write r " supt|z 1 |, . . . , |z n |u and use it as a norm on Q.
We consider functions h : Q Ñ R`which only depend on r and which are twice differentiable as functions of r satisfying the following condition:
Let us note that it is easy to characterize such functions. We write
The condition (5.1) is then equivalent to We prove the following theorem using Dolbeault cohomology and standard L 2 methods.
Proposition 5.3. If Q is a compact block and h satisfies condition (5.1) then
First of all, we prove the theorem by proving that the (global) Dolbeault complex is exact. To explain the Dolbeault complex let us return temporarily to the case of an arbitrary complex manifold X. First of all let us consider the classical Dolbeault complex on X:
XB Ý Ñ which gives us a resolution of O X . Let us write C 8, q h X for the smooth version of A q h X , i.e., we first set:
X pU q " tf : U ÑÂ " Crrtss | f smooth and B α f Bx α pxq P A hpxq for all x P U and all multi indices αu .
and then pass to a direct limit. Note that if hpxq " k is constant then C 8,k X pU q agrees with the usual notion of smooth functions with values in A k and then C 8,k X pU q " A hbC C 8 X pU q. This follows from the fact, which is easy to verify in our case directly that continuity and continuous differentiability can be checked component wise (weak continuity/differentiability).
We can now form theB-complex of A q h X by tensoring the above complex (5.4) with C 8, q h X over C 8 X . Let us write
and then we obtain a complex
E for the smooth version and we also write E q h,p0,qq X " E b
and we obtain a complex (5.6)
E " E q h,p0,0q
XB Ý Ñ ; the operatorB is well-defined because E is a holomorphic A q h X -bundle. The complexes (5.5) and (5.6) are resolutions of A q h X and E, respectively. One can deduce this from the exactness of (5.4) as follows. As exactness is a local question, the exactness of (5.6) follows from that of (5.5). We have, passing to stalks:
Now, arguing just as for (4.3) in case of
and, finally, by [Ko, §41 (6) 
Putting things together, we conclude that
X,x . The exactness of (5.5), and hence that of (5.6), follow from the exactness of (5.4) because Ah pxqb C is an exact functor on DF-spaces by Lemma 2.4. 
We postpone the proof of this proposition to the next section. However, let us record the following lemma which explains the meaning of condition (5.1) as well as our initial requirement (3.4e). These conditions are chosen precisely so that the following lemma holds. Without plurisubharmonicity vanishing of cohomology would not hold in general.
Lemma 5.5. If h satisfies condition (5.1) then the function
is plurisubharmonic for every j.
Proof. Recall the notation from (3.1). We first remark that (3.4e) implies, by the positivity of N j and a direct calculation of the derivatives, that
We write T j :" N j˝h ; then W j pzq "´2 log T j prq, and the plurisubharmonicity (5.8) follows, if we show that´d 2 dr 2 log T j prq ě 0, for all r P R`, j P N. (The composite of a convex, increasing function and a plurisubharmonic function is plurisubharmonic, see, for example, [Kr, Prop. 2.2.6.]) We have by (5.9)
Since N j is always positive and increasing, the required positivity of follows from (5.1).
We will now deduce Theorem 5.1 from Proposition 5.3. We will proceed in complete analogy with [H, Section 7.2] with the simplification that we work with compact blocks. As was mentioned before, this assumption is not necessary but it suffices for us. The argument in Hörmander can be repeated word for word. Thus, we explain the argument only briefly. We will argue by induction on the dimension of Q. In the case when the dimension of Q is zero there is nothing to prove. Let us consider Q of a particular dimension d and let us fiber Q as follows π : Q Ñ ra, bs
The fibers of Q are now compact blocks of dimension d´1. Each fiber π´1peq thus satisfies Cartan A. Let us now fix a coherent sheaf F in the neighborhood of Q . Thus, there is an open neighborhood U e of π´1peq and a surjection pA q h Ue q 'pe Ñ F| Ue . We can choose the neighborhood U e to be rectangle Q eˆr a e , b e s. We now choose a finite sub cover tU i u iPI of U e shrinking the U e , if necessary, so that the U i have the form
In other words only the consecutive U i intersect each other. On each overlap U i X U i`1 we choose α i and β i making the diagram below commute:
We now use the α i and β i to construct transition functions, as in [H, Section 7.2] . As there are no triple intersections of the U i the transition functions yield a vector bundle E on U " YU i and a surjection E Ñ F| U . By writing K 1 for the kernel of the map E Ñ F| U we obtain an exact sequence
Thus, making use of proposition 5.3 for i ě 1 we get that
Repeating this argument for the coherent sheaf K j and always writing K j`1 for the kernel we get:
When p ě 2N the right hand side vanishes and Cartan B follows for Q. It remains to prove Cartan A for Q. Let x P Q and write i x : txu Ñ Q. Then we have the following exact sequence
Taking the long exact sequence and using Cartan B we obtain a surjection
where m x is the maximal ideal in A q h X,x " Ah pxq X,x . As pi x q˚pi x q˚F " F x {m x F x is coherent it is finitely generated over Ah pxq . This implies that there are finitely many sections of FpQq which span pi x q˚pi x q˚F " F x {m x F x . By Nakayama's lemma these sections also span F x over A q h X,x . Thus we obtain a map
which is a surjection on the level of stalks at x. Thus, it is a surjection on some open neighborhood U x of x. As Q is compact, it can be covered by a finite number of the U x , say, U x 1 , . . . , U xs . Then
is the required surjection.
Proof of Proposition 5.4
We retain the notation of the previous section. In particular, we denote the coordinates in C N by z " pz 1 , . . . , z N q and the Lebesgue measure on C N by dx. As before, Q stands for a compact block.
6.1. The structure sheaf case. We begin by construction the L 2 -version of theBcomplex
in complete analogy with the classical L 2 -version of theB-complex. We could as easily work with pp, qq-forms, but in what follows we will stick to p0, qq-forms to simplify the notation. We will construct a complex, but for an hprq, not } hprq, of the following form:
p0,qq pQ; H hpris an L 2 -spaces of forms with values in a varying Hilbert spaces H hprq ; we will soon define these and also give the precise meaning of the vector valuedB operator.
Let us recall the algebra norms (3.7), } ř j a j t j } hprq " ř j |a j | }t j } hprq on the spaces A hprq . We introduce L 2 -version of the spaces A hprq and of the norms as follows:
We define the space L 2 pQ; H hpr" L 2 p0,0q pQ; H hpras a completion of the space of smooth functions C 8,h Q (note that there is no hat in this formula). First, we set
and then we complete it to L 2 pQ; H hprwith respect to the norm above. As we are working on C N , the bundles of forms Ω 0,q are naturally trivialized by choosing the dz α as a basis. Thus, we can define a norm on ω P A h,p0,qq Q pQq by the formula
pQq into the corresponding L 2 -space L 2 p0,qq pQ; H hprwith respect to the norm above.
To define theB-operator let us rephrase our discussion in the language of [H, Chapter 4] . We write ω " ř ω j t j and consider a particular j. Recall that by Lemma 5.5 W j pzq "´2 log }t j } hprq is plurisubharmonic and we can consider W j pzq as a plurisubharmonic weight. As in [H] , we write L 2 p0,qq pQ, W j q for forms which are square integrable with respect to the measure e´W j pzq dx. Then, by [H] , the operatorB is a closed, densely defined operator on the weighted L 2 -space L 2 p0,qq pQ, W j q where differentiation is understood in the generalized sense. Denoting by D j Ă L 2 p0,qq pQ, W j q the domain ofB, we define the vector valuedB-operator in the space L 2 p0,qq pQ; H hprcoordinate wise by setting its domain to be
It is straightforward to see thatB becomes a densely defined and closed operator. These definitions give us the complex (6.2). Proof. We write
where the ω j are now usual L 2 -forms of type p0,on Q. We haveBω j " 0 for every j. We now solve thisB-problem in a controlled way. Recall (5.8) where we defined the plurisubharmonic functions W j pzq "´2 log }t j } hprq . Theorem 4.4.2 of [H] implies that for every j the equationB u j " ω j has a solution u j " ř α u α,j with a very specific bound:
here we have written ω j " ř α f α,j . Since the Q is a compact block, the weight p1`r 2 q´2 is bounded from below by a constant c´1 ą 0 independent of j, and (6.7) implies (6.8)
We set
By (6.8) and the definitions of the norms in (6.3) and (6.4),
Thus we have constructed a solution to theB-problem.
We have now proved the exactness of (6.2). We will use it to prove the required exactness of (6.1)
Let ω P A q h,p0,qq Q pQq such thatBω " 0. We write, as usual, ω " ř |α|"q f α dz α . Because of compactness of Q, we have
By compactness of Q and continuity of ω, there exist an m such that f α pzq P A p1`1{mqhprq for all α and allz P Q. Moreover, obviously, for any pa j q jPN , k, ÿ
Thus, we have the continuous embedding A p1`1{mqhprq ãÑ H p1`1{mqhprq Therefore every f α is a continuous and thus bounded function Q Ñ H p1`1{mqhprq , in particular, an element of L 2 pQ; H p1`1{mqhprq q. Thus, ω P L 2 p0,q`1q pQ; H p1`1{mqhprand by Lemma 6.1 we can find an u P L 2 p0,qq pQ; H p1`1{mqhprwithBu " ω. Writing u " ř u j t j and observing thatB-equation is an elliptic PDE with constant coefficients we conclude that the component functions u j are smooth functions.
We have an embedding (6.10)
To see this we make use of our controlled nuclearity assumption (3.4d). It implies, in particular, that there is a constant K such that
Making use of this inequality and the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality we conclude that
This inequality gives us the embedding (6.10). Thus, we see that upzq P A h 1 prq for all z P Q with h 1 " p1`1{pm`1qqh. Finally, the operators
Bx α commute with the operatorB. Thus,B
Bx α and so we conclude that
Bx α pzq P A h 1 prq for all z P Q. Thus, we see that u P A q h,p0,qq Q pQq proving the exactness of (6.1) in degrees q ě 1.
6.2. The vector bundle case. Let us now turn to the case of a vector bundle E and write n for its rank. The argument in this case will be bit more involved than in the case of the structure sheaf Aȟ Q . In our case it is easy to write down an inner product on the sections of the H hprq -valued sections of E b Ω 0,q explicitly rather than choosing a Hermitian metric, so we proceed in this manner. This also makes it easier to reduce arguments to component functions as we did in the first part of this section.
Recall ourB-complex
Just as in the case of Aȟ
We will first prove that the L 2 -complex is exact and then deduce from that, just as before, the exactness of (6.11).
The bundle E is defined in an open neighborhood of Q. We choose finite open cover
is trivial. We now choose compact blocks Q i Ă Q 1 i such that the interiorsQ i also form an open cover of Q. We write G 1 ij :
i X Q 1 jfor the transition matrices with respect to the cover Q 1 i . Let us write
Conversely, these transition functions give rise to vector bundle
For example, we can choose h 1 " p1`1{mqh and then, of course, h 1 also satisfies condition (5.1). We will now work with E 1 and the function h 1 .
We can view L 2 sections of E 1 as a system of n-tuples u i " pu i,k q n k"1 , i " 1, . . . , I, of functions u i,k P L 2 pQ i ; H h 1 prwhich satisfy
As before we trivialize the bundles of forms by our choice of coordinates on C N . Thus we can think of smooth p0, qq-forms of E 1 as systems of n-tuples u i " pu i,k q n k"1 of p0, qq-forms u ik P C 8 p0,qq pQ i ; H h 1 prq q, with
where u i,k,α is a C 8 -function with values in H hprq and where the u i satisfy (6.13).
To define the space L 2 p0,qq pQ, E 1 ; H h 1 prof L 2 -forms we consider the Hilbert space Xpqq "
p0,qq pQ i ; H h 1 prq q, (6.14)
We then set (6.15)
The norm }u} q on the space Xpqq is associated to the natural inner product
where g " pg ik q ik , v " pv ik q ik , and p¨|¨q q,i is the inner product of the Hilbert space ś n k"1 L 2 p0,qq pQ i ; H h 1 prq q. We define theB-operator on Hpqq " L 2 p0,qq pQ, E 1 ; H h 1 pras a restriction of theBoperator on Xpqq which we define component wise. Since the coefficients G ij are analytic, we have from (6.13)B
and hence we obtainB : L 2 p0,qq pQ, E 1 ; H h 1 prÑ L 2 p0,q`1q pQ, E 1 ; H h 1 prand thus our complex
We will next prove the exactness of this complex, i.e.,
Let us pause to argue that this proposition implies the vector bundle part of Proposition 5.4. Let ω P E q h,p0,q`1q Q pQq such thatBω " 0. By compactness of Q there exists an m such that ω is a smooth p0,form of E 1 with h 1 " p1`1{mqh. Thus, arguing just as in the trivial bundle case, ω can be viewed as an element in L 2 p0,q`1q pQ, E 1 ; H h 1 prand by the above lemma we can produce a u such thatBω " 0 with all the component functions smooth. Continuing to argue as we did earlier in this section we conclude that u P E q h,p0,qq Q pQq. Thus the proof of Proposition 5.4 is complete once we establish the proposition above.
We will now start preparations for the proof of Proposition 6.2. For the purposes of the rest of this section we denote, as in [H] , theB-operator on Xpqq by T and thē B-operator on Xpq`1q by S. Then (6.19) where its domain of definition is (6.20)
recall that DpBq Ă L 2 p0,qq pQ i ; H h 1 pris defined as in (6.6). In the same way we have
Since the Hilbert spaces here are finite Cartesian products, the next claim follows from the corresponding properties of the component operators.
Lemma 6.3. Both operators T and S are densely defined and closed.
As a consequence, the adjoint operator T˚: Xpq`1qX DpT˚q Ñ Xpqq and its domain can be defined in the standard way.
Recall that we have written Hpqq for L 2 p0,qq pQ, E 1 ; H h 1 prq q. We writeT : Hpqq X DpT q Ñ Hpq`1q for the restriction of T andS : Hpq`1q X DpSq Ñ Hpq`2q for the restriction of S. To analyze the operatorsT andS let us write
Let us introduce the following notation, pu i , u j q stands for an entry in Xpqq which is non-zero only in positions i, j where the entries are as indicated. We have an exact sequence
where L is given by
The expression u j´Gji u i is to be interpreted as first restricting u i and u j to Q i X Q j . The orthogonal complement Hpqq K is then given as the image of the adjoint L˚. An easy calculation shows that
Were we use same notation as above and we interpret the u ij and the´tḠ ji u ij as elements in L 2 p0,qq pQ j ; H h 1 prand L 2 p0,qq pQ i ; H h 1 prusing the inclusions (given by extension by zero) L 2 p0,qq pQ i XQ j ; As the operatorsT andS are clearly closed, the lemma above immediately implies that (6.22) The operatorsT andS are closed and densely defined .
Proof of Proposition 6.2 In the language we just introduce we are to show that if ω is in the kernel ofS then it is in the image ofT . We make use of the following well-known lemma, see [H, Lemma 4 Applying Lemma 6.1 component-wise implies that the range of the operator T is ker S, thus, by Lemma 6.5, }g} ď C}T˚g} for all g P ker S X DpT˚q for some C. Thus, in order to prove Proposition 6.2, it suffices to show that }g} ď C}T˚g} for all g P kerS X DpT˚q for some C .
To do so, in view of (6.2), it suffices to show that DpT˚q " DpT˚q X Hpq`1q and that T˚" T˚on DpT˚q. By definition, DpT˚q consists of functions g P Hpq`1q for which there exists a constant C " Cpgq ą 0 such that |pT v|gq q`1 | ď C}v} for all v P DpT q Ă Hpqq. Thus, we are reduced to showing that if g is above then we also have |pT v|gq q`1 | ď C 1 }v} for all v P DpT q Ă Xpqq for some C 1 . Note that, of course, T preserves Hpqq, but it does not preserve Hpqq K . However, as we will show next, it preserves Hpqq K up to a bounded operator. Let us now consider L˚pu ij q " p´tḠ ji u ij , u ij q P Hpqq K . Then we see that T L˚pu ij q " pBp´tḠ ji u ij q,Bu ij q " p´tḠ jiB u ij ,Bu ij q`pp´B tḠ ji qu ij , 0q " L˚T pu ij q`pp´B tḠ ji qu ij , 0q " L˚T pu ij q`Rpu ij q .
where R : X 2 pqq Ñ Xpq`1q is the bounded operator given by Rpu ij q " pp´B tḠ ji qu ij , 0q.
Let us now pick w P H 8 pqq and w K P H 8,K pqq. The elements v of the form v " w`w K are dense in Xpqq. Note that we can assume that w K " L˚u ij as it is a linear combination of such expressions. Then, (6.23)
C}w}`|pT L˚u ij |gq q`1 | " C}w}`|pL˚T u ij |gq q`1`p Ru ij |gq q`1 | "
C}w}`|pRu ij |gq q`1 | ď C}w}`}R} }u ij } }g} ď pC`}R}} }g}q}v}, because w K " p´tḠ ji u ij , u ij q and hence }u ij } ď }w K }. Thus, the linear map v Þ Ñ pT v|gq q`1 extends to DpT q as a bounded map and (6.23) holds for all v P DpT q. In other words, g P DpT˚q and therefore DpT˚q Ă DpT˚q X Hpq`1q. Also, the identity pv|T˚g" pv|T˚gholds for all v P DpT q and g P DpT˚q, and hence T˚"T˚on DpT˚q. This completes the proof of Proposition 6.2.
Topology on the sheaves and approximation lemmas
In this section we define a topology on global sections of coherent sheaves on compact blocks. We use these topologies to prove approximation lemmas which will be used in the next section.
Let F q h be a coherent Aȟ C N -module where, as usual, h is a function satisfying condition (5.1). We consider a Stein exhaustion X ν of C N by compact blocks, i.e., the X ν , ν " 1, . . . are compact blocks with X ν Ă X µ if ν ă µ and Ť X ν " C N . We might as well choose the exhaustion to be given as
We apply the Cartan A part of theorem 5.1, i.e. the existence of surjections
to the compact blocks X ν to obtain presentations
We now fix these presentations. Recall that we constructed F q k in section §4 associated to the sheaf F q h and a level k ď h. By base change the presentations (7.1) then give rise to analogous presentations
Xν . and passing to global sections we have
Let us write k :" h{2. The space F q h pX ν q is a direct limit of an increasing sequence of Banach spaces`F q h ν,m , }¨} Xν ,m˘Ă F q h pX ν q, m P N. To see this we argue as follows. Since X ν is compact, for any continuous function h 1 : X ν Ñ R`which satisfies h 1 pxq ą hpxq for x P X ν , we can find ε ą 0 such that h 1 ě p1`εqh. Hence, the space A q h C N pX ν q is a countable direct limit of Banach spaces,
where the norm of A p1`1{mqh C N pX ν q is given by
for f px, tq " ř 8 j"0 a j pxqt j (cf. (3.1) ). Then, pA q h C N pX ν'pν and thus also FpX ν q are countable direct limits of Banach spaces, the latter as a quotient in the presentations we fixed in (7.2)
C N pX ν q has a bounded set which contains a neighborhood of 0 of A q h C N pX ν q. Indeed, from (7.5) it is easy to see that the bounded set can, for example, be chosen to be tf : sup Xν }f } 4{3k " sup Xν }f } 2{3h ď 1u, which contains the neighborhood
here Γ denotes the absolutely convex hull.
Let us recall that by (4.4) we have an inclusion F q h pX ν q Ă F q k pX ν q. Furthermore:
Proof. By the remark just above, the space pA q k C N pX ν'pν has a bounded set which is a neighborhood of 0 of pA q h X pX ν'pν . The claim follows from the commutative diagram
where the horizontal mappings are inclusions and the vertical ones are continuous surjections defining the topologies of the spaces on the last row.
We denote the Minkowski functional of the bounded set Bpνq by (7.6) }f } Bpνq " inftr ą 0 : f P rBpνqu.
This is well defined for f P F q h pX ν q, by the lemma above. Moreover:
(7.7) convergence with respect to }¨} Bpνq implies convergence in the topology of F q k pX ν q.
We will now formulate the second approximation theorem we will make use of in the next section. In this lemma we fix the level h but compare the topologies on various F q h pX ν q.
To compare these norms for various X ν let us consider X ν and X ν`1 . By restricting the presentation
to X ν we obtain two presentations of F q h | Xν and we then choose s ν`1,ν once and for all so that
commutes. Passing to global sections we obtain:
with surjective columns.
Lemma 7.2. Given ν, γ 1 ν P FpX ν q and a collection of continuous seminorms }¨} ν,n on FpX n q, n ď ν, then, for any ε ą 0, there exists γ ν P F q h pX ν`1 q such that for all n ď ν we have
Proof. 1˝. We show that the restriction map A q h
C N pX ν q we write g 1 ν pxq " ř 8 j"0 a ν,j pxqt j , where a ν,j are scalar holomorphic mappings on X ν . We also choose m such that g 1 ν P A p1`1{mqh X pX ν q (see (7.4)), i.e., we have g 1 ν pxq P A p1`1{mqhpxq for all x P X ν . Given ε we now choose l such that (cf. (7.5))
for all n ď ν. Then, we have finitely many scalar holomorphic mappings a ν,j : X ν Ñ C, j ă l, and using the Runge approximation theorem on X ν , we approximate all of them by corresponding polynomials P ν,j : X Ñ C, j ă k such that
It is clear from above that for all n ď ν
2˝. We now consider the following commutative diagram:
By the above argument, the top mapping has dense image. Also, the vertical mappings in (7.10) are continuous surjections. Hence, the bottom map necessarily also has dense image. Moreover, the expression
is a continuous seminorm on F q h pX ν q, since the restriction maps are continuous. Consequently, we can approximate any element of F q h pX ν q arbitrarily well by an element of F q h pX ν`1 q with respect to the seminorm (7.11). Hence, (7.9) follows.
Cartan theorems
In this section we prove Cartan's theorems A and B in our setting. As we mentioned in the introduction, we follow the classical strategy and pass from the compact case of the theorem to the general case by a Stein exhaustion. However, in our setting this process is not as straightforward as in the classical case as controlling various seminorms is more tricky. To control these norms we are forced to allow the auxiliary base rings A q h to vary along X.
We state our main theorem here for completeness. As we remarked earlier we can assume that X " C N as any Stein manifold can be embedded in C N for some N . We first remark that theorem A follows formally from theorem B in a similar manner as as was explained in section 5 for compact blocks. In our setting the argument there gives a surjection H 0 pX, Fq b A A X Ñ F.
We now consider a Stein exhaustion pX ν q νPN by compact compact blocks in C N , as in the previous section. By theorem 5.1 we can conclude that
By a very general argument, see, for example, [GrRe, Chapter 4, §1,Theorem 4] we conclude that H i pX, Fq " 0 for i ě 2. Thus we are left to deal with the case i " 1. To prove the vanishing of H 1 pX, Fq we fix a countable cover of C N by precompact open Stein domains U i , i P N. We can and will assume that the cover has the property that for any X ν only finitely many of the U i have a non-trivial intersection with X ν . We will next choose Stein domains pV i q iPN such that V i ĂV i Ă U i and such that the V i still form a cover of C N . O course, the setsV i are compact. We also assume to be given a representative α P ś FpU i X U j q of a class in H 1 pX, Fq; we fix α for the rest of the proof. Let us now consider the Chech complexes:
Now, the first row and the third row both compute the cohomology H˚pX, Fq and the restriction map from the first row to the third row induces the identity map on H˚pX, Fq. Restricting the cocycle α to the cover pV i q we obtain α V P ś FpV i X V j q. As α V comes from ś FpV i XV j q we see that each component α V pi, jq P F h i,j pV i X V j q for some constants h i,j ą 0.
Let us choose a twice differentiable function h : X Ñ R`(recall that h is a function of the norm r " |x|, only) such that it is smaller than the above constants h i,j on the sets U i X U j and satisfies the condition (5.1). This is possible because for each X ν there are only finitely many V i intersecting X ν . Let us write h ν for the minimum of the h i,j arising from the V i which intersect X ν . Thus, the function h : R`Ñ R`has to satisfy: hprq ă h ν if ν´1 ď r ď ν .
To obtain an h satisfying this condition one simply chooses H to decrease sufficiently rapidly and then h is given by formula (5.2).
We also denote k " h{2 as in Lemma 7.1. As a consequence, we have
where F q h is the sheaf associated to F constructed in section §4. According to the discussion in §4, see in particular (4.4), we have canonical inclusions 2)`β ν`1`δν`1˘ˇX ν´1 "`β ν`δν˘ˇX ν´1 in
Let us first argue that this lemma implies the main result. By property 2) of the lemma, there exists a section β P ś i F q k pV i q Ă ś i FpV i q such that βˇˇX ν "`β ν`1δ ν`1˘ˇX ν for all ν. Property 1) of the lemma then implies pδ 0 | Xν qβ " pδ 0 | Xν qpβ ν`1ˇX ν q`pδ 0 | Xν qpδ ν`1ˇX ν q " α| Xν , which gives δ 0 pβq " α. As α was an arbitrary 1-cocycle we conclude that H 1 pX, Fq " 0. Thus, it remains to prove the lemma.
Proof of lemma 8.3. We make the following definition by induction: assume that ν P N and that We now apply Lemma 7.1 for all n ď ν. Thus we obtain bounded sets Bpnq Ă F q k pX n q which contain open neighborhoods U pnq of the origin in F q h pX n q. We also write }¨} ν,n for the continuous seminorms on F q h pX n q whose unit ball is the open neighborhood U pnq.
By Lemma 7.1 and the notation introduced in (7.6) we can find constants Kpν, nq ą 1 such that (8.7) }f } Bpnq ď Kpν, nq}f } ν,n for all f P F q h pX n q. We now apply Lemma 7.2 to γ 1 ν and thus find γ ν P F q h pX ν`1 q such that (8.8) }γ 1 ν | Xn´γν | Xn } ν,n ď 2´ν`max nďν Kpν, nq˘´1.
To complete the induction step we define (8.9) which implies pδ 0 | X ν`1 qβ ν`1 " pδ 0 | X ν`1 qβ 1 ν`1´p δ 0 | X ν`1 qγ ν " α| X ν`1´0 .
It remains to construct the δ ν . For all ν P N we now define s pνq j " β ν`j | Xν´βν , j " 1, 2, . . . . (8.10)
We claim that the sequence`s pνq j |X ν˘8 j"1 , viewed as a sequence in F q k pX ν q converges with respect to the seminorm }¨} Bpνq , when j Ñ 8. Thus, by (7.7), the sequencè s pνq j |X ν˘8 j"1 converges in F q k pX ν q. We will then set δ ν " lim To verify the claim, let ν be fixed. We first observe that by (8.6), (8.9), β n`1 | Xn´βn " γ 1 n´γ n | Xn , for all n ď ν, hence,
In the same way, "´β ν | X ν´1`β ν`1 | X ν´1`l im jÑ8 β ν`j | X ν´1´l im jÑ8 β ν`1`j | X ν´1 "´β ν | X ν´1`β ν`1 | X ν´1 .
